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“When you're pregnant and having a baby, it's one of the most 
vulnerable times. Women with larger bodies are extra vulnerable, 
dealing with the stigma that goes along with that.” 

Lived experience consumer

Transcending blame and weight stigma for women in the 
preconception, pregnancy and postpartum periods 

BACKGROUND

• Over 3.3 million Australian women are vulnerable to weight 
stigma and discrimination across the preconception, 
pregnancy and postpartum periods.

• Weight stigma is particularly important for women during 
this life phase because of their interaction with the 
healthcare system, and because of the incidence of weight 
gain associated with childbearing.  

• Weight stigma is a problem that exists throughout society.

• It occurs frequently in everyday life, such as in workplaces 
and at the gym. It is present in interactions with people 
around us, including those who care about us. 

• Weight stigma leads to poorer mental and behavioural 
health, higher stress, decreased access to and uptake of 
reproductive healthcare, and poorer health outcomes in 
pregnancy, birth and longer-term maternal-child health. 
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FINDINGS

• Factors such as lack of suitable equipment or resources 
(e.g. in gyms and hospitals), discriminatory policies and 
societal norms contribute to weight stigma and 
discrimination.

• Framing obesity as an individual “blame” problem leads to 
support of stigmatising policies, as well as policies that 
disadvantage or punish people living in larger bodies.*

• Policies such as “obesity strategies” and nutrition policies 
are worded in a way that implies blame against larger-
bodied people.*

• Further research is underway to develop a better 
understanding of weight stigma in the reproductive years, 
including two Australian Research Council-funded grants 
and with funding from CRE HiPP.

• Improving our knowledge will help us understand how we 
can develop guidance to improve policies and practices to 
reduce weight stigma perpetuated against women before 
pregnancy, during pregnancy, and in the postpartum 
period. 

Weight stigma is perpetuated via inappropriate, unfair, 
critical and biased treatment of larger-bodied women.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE
While we advance our knowledge, we can all take steps to 
reduce weight stigma. We can:

• Recognise the multilevel social and environmental influences 
that shape people's health, well-being and weight status, and 
hence challenge the perceived causes of obesity.

• Improve social norms and attitudes towards obesity.

• Reduce weight stigma in the media.

• Improve the wording and language used in policies.

What is CRE HiPP

The Centre of Research Excellence in Health in Preconception 
and Pregnancy (CRE HiPP) is an innovative, passionate, multi-
disciplinary team of researchers, clinicians, students and 
consumers. 

We aim to refine and implement health promotion, lifestyle 
improvement and obesity prevention, strategically targeting 
women preconception and during pregnancy, to improve the 
health of women and the next generation.

Find out more about CRE HiPP at our website: hipp.org.au.
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